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Established 1961 

In the presence of the Lebanese
charge de’affairs Nisreen Bo Karam
and Kuwait foreign ministry’s advisor

for European affairs Sheikh Duaij Khalifa
Al-Sabah, Sultan Ibrahim restaurant
recently held a special ceremony to cele-
brate Lebanon’s 75th national day
anniversary. Speaking on the occasion,
Bo Karam noted that the ceremony
matches the new ‘Lebanese Cuisine
Diplomacy’ launched by the Lebanese
ministry of foreign affairs. On his part,
Abbed Akkawi, Sultan Ibrahim’s opera-
tions manager stressed on the restaurants
full support towards the initiative as part
of its social responsibility duties. 

Sultan Ibrahim restaurant Kuwait
celebrates Lebanon’s 75th national day 

ACK holds
seminar 

In cooperation with Sabah Al-Ahmad Center
for Giftedness and Creativity (SACGC), the
Australian College of Kuwait (ACK) held a

seminar entitled “Kuwaiti Inventions: from
Concept to Reality” to promote the culture of
creativity and encourage students to innovate to
keep up with developments in all fields.

On his part,  Dr Mohammed Abdul Nibi,
Dean of School of Engineering, said that coop-
eration with Sabah Al-Ahmad Center for
Giftedness and Creativity came within the
College’s plan to follow the applied models in
education as well as theoretical education,
where proven methods of education in the
College and Project-Based Learning (PBL and
CDIO). These methods are successful as stu-
dents work through collective and individual
projects in research, developing strategies and

procedures to create and innovate successful
solutions in the various areas.

On the other hand, Eng Abdullah Al-Jadaan,
Director of Innovation Department at Sabah Al-
Ahmad Center for Giftedness and Creativity,
said that based on the innovation management
strategy emanating from the vision and mission
of the Center, which aims to discover and nur-
ture innovators and creative persons and sup-
port their ideas and projects, the Center pro-
vides support to adopt their ideas, and projects
to convert them into tangible reality. Hence, the
Center, through its supporting management, is
keen to hold such seminars to spread the culture
of creativity and encourage innovation because
of its impact on the development and renais-
sance of societies.

Eng Al-Jadaan added: “We hope that
through our seminars, our students get to learn
a great deal from inventor Jassem Mutlaq and
inventor Heba Al-Hazza who shared their expe-
rience in the world of invention and showed our
students how to turn their ideas into reality.

Burgan Bank
sponsors
‘Waves of Brazil’ 

Burgan Bank, an important supporter
of cultural activities in Kuwait, is
pleased to announce its sponsorship

at the Brazilian Musical Night ‘Waves of
Brazil’ which took place at the Yarmouk
Cultural Center for the second year in a
row. Held on November 18, 2018, under
the patronage of the Brazilian Ambassador
to the State of Kuwait Norton de Andrade
Mello Rapesta, the event aimed at advanc-
ing the soul-soothing musical scene in
Kuwait and honoring the essence of rich
Brazilian performances.

The musical extravaganza brought by

“Choro Livre,”the well-renowned musical
group, captivated the audience, and put it
at ease with their soothing melody, prov-
ing the power of music to bring out posi-
tive emotions. ‘Choro Livre’ plays con-
temporary versions of the classics of
Choro and fills out their repertoire with
new pieces, some of which are their own
compositions, presenting a new, creative
way to play Choro with influences from
other genres. 

This is not the first time Burgan Bank
sponsors Brazilian cultural events that
bring both nations closer together. Last
year, the bank participated and spon-
sored two highly regarded artists, “Olivia
and Francis Hime” who presented the
incredible “Bossa Nova” concert, a
rhythm originally developed and popular-
ized in Brazil in the 1950s and 1960s. 

With a significant focus on identifying
new trends and tastes in popular indus-

tries, Burgan Bank continues to expand its
collaborations to further enrich the cultur-
al sceneof Kuwait. Driven by the belief
that music ties countries together and
brings about positive influence among
youth, the bank delivers on its promise to
orchestrate fresh new experiences honor-
inglocal and international cultural and his-
torical backgrounds.

This sponsorship falls under Burgan
Bank’s full-fledged community program
entitled ‘ENGAGE’ - Together to be the
change. This program sheds light on
important aspects affecting every seg-
ment of the society by promoting social
welfare through educational, cultural,
social and health initiatives.  Burgan
Bank’s approach to ‘ENGAGE’ begins
with a vital principle that as a Kuwaiti
financial institution, its conduct and poli-
cies should be aligned with the needs and
interests of the Kuwaiti society.
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